
 Results of the research, abstact of the study 
 

1. After the WWII. the needs for autobuses determined the design work at 
IKARUS, merged and nationalized year 1948.  Meanwhile the designers 
have developed the – probably – first monocoque bus in the world ready 
for serial production, the Tr 3.5 type. After 1951 the development and 
production of both chassis type and monocoque buses prevailed. 3175 pcs. 
of the monocoque type Ikarus 30 were built between 1951 and 1957, of 
which 2022 units were exported into 14 countries. Paralelly 3492 units 
were built of the Ikarus 60, chassis type family, the 2/3 of which were 
exported to 11 countries. The dilemma of the chassis type or monocoque 
developments ended up with the final leadership of the monocoque types 
by 1970.  

 
2. Csepel Automotive Works could ensure the motive power of the IKARUS 

buses with the engines built on basis of Steyr licence from 1951. This 
engine was the primary precondition of further autobus developments. 
However, the obsolete Steyr-Csepel engines and the lack of new locally 
built modern engines resulted the greatest crisis in the history of 
IKARUS, solved by the new licence purchased from MAN and production 
of these engines by RÁBA. 

 
3. The Ikarus 55 and 66 rear engine type monocoque models proved to have 

been designed under difficult economic conditions with unique 
engineering talent type reaching resulting modern, world standard buses. 
Out of 16726 units built, ¾ were exported to 11 countries. The design 
work of the special shaped monocoque buses have attracted the interest of 
the automotive sector on IKARUS.   

 
4. By the 1950’s IKARUS was able to build adequate buses for all existing 

geographic and climate conditions of any continent. The IKARUS buses 
could resist bad road conditions and overloading, which was really 
characteristic during the real “mass transportation era” of the 
COMECON countries.   

 
5. IKARUS has become a real “world brand” with the production of the 

200-series designed from 1966. The acknowledgements of the world press, 
the donation of “Beauty awards” at the most prestigious international bus 
exhibitions, the more than 200000 bus bodies made the Ikarus 200-series 
era one of the most glorious periods of the Hungarian Automotive 
Industry. The 200-series buses have operated successfully in 60 different 
counties of the world. 

 
6. Beside the basic monocoque models IKARUS has designed bus bodies on 

different chassis brands, which resulted a successful international 
cooperation with other chassis manufacturers and facilitated the 
penetration to Western European and developing markets with 
Hungarian buses. This type of cooperation has proved the unprecedented 
flexibility of the Ikarus 200-series bodies and the designers. Within the 
200-series monocoque products the designer developed both air-spring 



and leaf spring suspension versions. The idea of the designers was proved 
by the markets: both were marketable. 

 
7. The technical and commercial experts of IKARUS participated in setting 

up bus and bus body assembly plants abroad. IKARUS also developed 
and delivered special assembly equipment to these factories. Thousands of 
CBU (completely built up) unfinished, SKD (semi-knocked down) and 
CKD (completely knocked down) sets were exported to Iraq, Angola, 
Cuba, Libya, Madagascar, Tunisia, China, Egypt). This technology 
transfer has also proven the flexibility of IKARUS, the majority of the 
KD sets were built on chassis of other brands.   

 
8. IKARUS could not be as successful without the continuous development 

of the background industry incl. licence purchases from MAN, ZF, 
Bendix-Bendiberica, Girling etc. 

 
9. Some IKARUS models have reached the top world standards at the time 

of development. Tr 3.5 model -1948, Ikarus 55 and 66 model – 1952-1953, 
Ikarus 555 – 1957, Ikarus 303 – 1959, Ikarus 180 -556 -557 – 1961 – 1963, 
Ikarus 550 – 1965 , Ikarus 657 – 1966, Ikarus 200-series 1967 - , Ikarus 
410 series – 1978, Ikarus 386 – 385 -396 – 1982-1985 and the fully low 
floor city buses Ikarus 411-412-417 – 1994 had several unprecedented 
features at the time of the first production.  

 
10. By 1975 IKARUS became on of the largest bus manufacturers and by 

1985 definitely the largest manufacturer in Europe. Excluding midi and 
minibuses IKARUS became the biggest bus manufacturer in the world by 
the 1970’s 1980’s. Ikarus 260 (72000 pcs.) type city bus and Ikarus 280 
articulated buses (61000 pcs.) are the highest quantity large bus products 
ever built 

 
11. The so called “shortage economy” of the COMECON countries did not 

stimulate sophisticated product development, however facilitated mass 
and serial production. Paralelly, the experience in serial production 
facilitated the development of buses for markets with higher standards. 
From the 1980’s the economic situation of the COMECON hindered the 
spread of newly developed models, while IKARUS was more forced to 
find new markets outside the COMECON. In case of the 400-series it took 
more than a decade to start serial production, the first series were sold to 
the USA are these types are still being exported to the USA through 
NABI.  

 
12. Between 1949 – 1998 IKARUS was able to cover 100 % of the Hungarian 

bus demand. Beside the 40000 IKARUS buses sold in the domestic market 
there were just some sporadic purchases of other products. (1962- 1 pc. 
Henschel, 1969 - 25 pcs. LAZ 697, 1973-1976 - 246 pcs. Skoda-Karosa,  
1980’s - MALÉV and IBUSZ imported 6 pcs. Kässbohrer Setra and 3 pcs.  
Mercedes midibuses.) 

 



13. After 1999 the new owner, IRISBUS did not adapt himself to the standard  
requirements and local expectations. With the exception of the C56 type 
IRISBUS did not approve to redesign existing successful types with Euro-
III standard engines obligatory from 2003. By year this year the order 
volume of IKARUS has reached to zero.  

 
14. The author opinion is that greatest governmental contribution to the 

success of the Hungarian bus industry would be to ensure continuous 
orders to the bus makers by issuing tenders regularly and only once a 
year. The present formula is that most municipal and governmental 
tenders are issues once a year with 3 months delivery time, followed by 3 
– 6 months order gaps.  

 


